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Lincoln toller’s expertise spans the phsical
and metaphsical worlds. He earned a PhD in
quantum phsics, ventured into neuroscience
and pscholog, and plunged into the realm of
consciousness with training in hpnotherap.
His current enterprise is called Mind trength
alance and focuses on issues of thought,
growth, and identit. Lincoln works with
individuals to hone their skills in prolem
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solving, recognition, motor coordination, shortterm memor, and artistic expression, with the
roader goal of helping them develop positive
haits, strengthen relationships, enlarge their
focus, heighten their awareness, and open their
creative mind.

In Part I of this two-part interview, Lincoln and I

Lincoln toller on the cience

talked aout how memories can e stored in

and Metaphsics of Memor in

different parts of the od, and how the

the od

manifest themselves phsicall.

4 DAY AGO

rent: Thanks for talking with me, Lincoln.

A scientist and hpnotherapist takes the

You’ve told me that ou elieve that people

concept of muscle memor to new levels.

store relevant memories in different parts of
their odies. Can ou elaorate on that for m
readers?

Lincoln: I think different parts of our od have
their own personalit and memor. Memor
works when the attitudes and ojectives of
these parts are in harmon, and it fails when
there is discord. You struggle to recall when the

Rinne Groff’s Approach to

context is not relevant or agreeale, and recall

Writing Memorale (and Award-

assemles itself when ou free-associate.

Winning) Plas
3 WK AGO

rent: o how, specificall?
A New York plawright explores a “uild in

Lincoln: The association with our parts is

intensit” as a wa to master a text.

reasonale: hands eing involved in
manipulation, and ankles with orientation. ut it
can e unusual, such as one’s hands eing
involved with deceit for those of us who spent
our outh shoplifting. The thoughts in our
tissues reflect the emotions that were at pla at
the time. o, for the shoplifter operating from
frustration, their hands ma now carr these
overtones. What deeper associations emerge
when we wring our hands? Ask ourself, what
feelings are in our hands?
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rent: That’s reall fascinating! Actors tell me
that part of getting into character means
exploring with hperawareness the phsicalit
of their character—as well as the mental and
emotional states that manifest themselves
phsicall.

Lincoln: I’m looking eond the ovious and

What James Miller Learned

focusing on a dialog with organs, joints, and

from Ro Lowe and Allison

tissues. peak to our gall ladder, converse

Janne

with our uterus, respect the voice in our

A MONTH AGO

testicles. Imagine the stories of our od and
A oung actor offers practical advice on

develop them as separate identities. It’s oka
memorizing monologues and scene work.

that ou are making this up; that’s how ou
conjure things into realit.

rent: Asolutel! Paing attention to these
sensations, and where the reside, creates
opportunities for reflection and self-knowledge.

Lincoln: Consider a list of phone calls. For each
call associate the feeling it will evoke. Where in
our od will each feeling reside? Connect

Kendal Hartse on Learning

those feelings with the calls and determine if

Multiple Roles for a ingle how

the list of feelings is coherent or disparate. You

A MONTH AGO

might see this as a somato-emotional
prescription for uilding the memor palace,
ut it’s more than that. ach memor will have a

A roadwa actor talks aout preparation
for dual roles and the rewards of
collaorative improvisation.

correct place, not just a convenient one. You
will etter rememer—and proal function
etter too—if the feelings associated with the
memories are coherent.

rent: You ring to mind some of the exercises
that tanislavski advocates in his method acting
approach. An actor is asked to stand up, walk
across the room, and close the door. The od

Rocco Dal Vera on Voice

language associated with these actions can

Training as an Aid to

take radicall different forms depending on the

Memorization

scene. How does the actor move if the reason

2 MONTH AGO
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for closing the door is to shut out a strong, cold

An author and professor explains how

wind lowing in from the outside? What if it’s to

plaing with pitch leads to improved

stop listening to an annoing person in the next

master of scripts.

room? These phsical forms of expression will
come from different parts of the actor’s od,
even though the stimuli are imaginar.

Lincoln: Return to the practical issue of storing
memor in our od. If rememering is
keeping things in mind, and not forgetting is
retrieving things from memor, then
rememering and not forgetting are different.
Rememering is a process of making familiar,
while not forgetting can e accomplished
through hait. uch a hait is not the things to
rememer ut rather a means of rememering
them.

rent: This makes me think of the origin of
writing sstems that replaced the oral tradition.
There’s an oft-quoted passage in Plato’s
Phaedrus in which a speaker laments the
invention of writing, what he terms a sstem of
“reminding,” which is inferior to “rememering.”
He claims that writing will discourage people
from developing their memories and induce
forgetfulness.

Lincoln: We write checklists, develop routines,
and ecome vigilant to changes in our
environment. We ehave differentl when
challenged, such as changing our gait when
walking over rough terrain, or ecoming
attentive when walking down stairs. We use
sensations and od movement as a memor
aid. Man of these triggers are unconscious, so
it would stand to reason that  paing greater
attention to these haits we could improve our
ailit to record and recall.
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rent: We agree on that. I firml elieve that
awareness of one’s phsical movements,
including writing in longhand, are strong aids to
memor—muscle memor, in fact.

Lincoln: Muscle memor is linked to a
movement or sense, things that remind us to
pa attention. We can intentionall imprint
patterns through sense and movement for the
purpose of rememering. We can heighten our
awareness of movement and sensation using
focus, visualization, and repetition. Regain
sensation and we regain memor.

rent: Lincoln, ou’ve given us so much food
for thought, and we haven’t even gotten to our
hpnotic regression work! I want to make sure
we cover that. efore we do, do ou have
anthing ou’d like to add aout our
perception of memor?

Lincoln: Memor is not data. It is a process, and
as a process it develops according to the
needs of the organism. What we call a memor
is a tapestr of associations, each eing a onedimensional thing without context, a
rudimentar thing. Onl when these threads of
sequence, feeling, vision, name, emotion,
sound, and stor are woven together do we
recognize the result as “a memor.”

rent: And that stor ma e part fact and part
fiction, correct? Our memories can pla tricks
on us over time. Age, experience, and other
variales can color, cloud, and filter our
recollections.

Lincoln: It is important to acknowledge that no
matter how certain our memor, it ma e false.
There is nothing wrong with this so long as ou
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understand that memor serves a function and
should e measured  its effect. Most of what
we rememer never happened, we just “cop
and paste” to fill in etween the things that did.

rent: That’s a great segue to m last question.
How does our work heighten people's selfawareness and ailit to rememer more going
forward?

Lincoln: I work with m clients’ sujective
measures of memor. I tr to reframe a person’s
ideas in order to etter fit these memories to
the designs the are tring to create. The art is
in the listening ecause neither their realit nor
what the’re tring to create is full known to
them, or to me.

rent: o, in essence, ou listen less to what
the sa and more to what the mean.

Lincoln: I tr not to pa too much attention to
their words, ut rather to their lilt, rhthm, and
melod, to hear what the’re saing as a piece
of music. I don’t hang on ever note ut pa
attention to the feelings and associations that
are emerging in them and in me. I’m looking for
a realit that’s different from what the sa,
which means different from what the
rememer. I want to dis-understand m client’s
version, and re-understand their prolem as an
opportunit in the context of their histor,
circumstance, and ailities.

rent: You accomplish this  taking people
into a trance, right?

Lincoln: Yes. In trance, everthing is more fluid,
and suggestions trigger new associations
which, in turn, create new memories. People
sa to me, “I don’t know if I’m just making this
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up!” And I sa, “It doesn’t matter. You can’t
make up how ou feel aout it, and the feelings
drive ou.”

rent: You’ve told me that what a person feels,
regardless of the stor, often ecomes as
powerful as an asolute certaint. It ecomes,
in effect, the truth. Their truth.

Lincoln: Truth does not exist  itself. Truth is
how ou feel aout something: the stove urns,
sorrow motivates, love is meaningful. These
truths hold eond the reasons and memories
on which the’re uilt.

rent: o, ou’re not reall sharpening their
memor as much as ou are helping them
understand how the intrinsicall rememer—
and feel—aout an experience.

Lincoln: The question is not how to improve
our memor, ut how to distill it. How to
transfer the essential juice into our personalit
and, having done that, open ourself to receive
new recollections of the past, and new
memories moving into the future.

rent: And ou elieve that these memories
that we carr forward actuall have deeper
roots in the past than we might imagine. Is that
correct?

Lincoln: We carr memories of our parents, and
these are not memories of just our parents ut
our parents’ memories of their parents as well. I
alwas assume that it goes wa ack. We are
working on growing out of our need to e
parented, which is also our parents’ need to e
parented. We are growing into our ailit to e
parents… to our children, to our own parents,
and to ourselves.
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rent: What are the most useful, meaningful
memories that we should strive to elicit?

Lincoln: I see it as a process of rearranging our
memories, like some great game of Tetris
where the pieces that fit together to “explain”
each other then disappear. In the end, if we’re
luck, the onl memories we retain are the
memories that define who we want to e. It is
safe to sa these are memories of love.

rent: Well, that is a eautiful sentiment to end
on, Lincoln. Thank ou so much for sharing
our wisdom.

Lincoln: It’s een a pleasure.

Visit Lincoln’s wesite, Mind trength alance,
to learn more aout his practice. Among the
offerings are guided visualization exercises he
has created that stimulate od awareness.
(The are MP3s availale for downloading for a
ver nominal fee.) The idea is to listen to them
as ou fall asleep. The induce intentional
dreaming, which then requires that ou give
ourself some time in the morning to process
the result. I have tried them mself and found
them astonishingl effective.

Tags: memorization, hpnotherap,
neuroscience, pscholog, metaphsics,
tanislavski, Plato, creativit, education, health,
theater, science, actor, memor
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